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Well yet another two weeks have mysteriously gone by. I cannot believe it, time just seems to fly by!
The exciting news this week is that our website is back up and running having had to be shut down. You can
find it at: happylandings-rda.co.uk so do go and have a look. Many thanks to Janice and Daniel Massey (son)
on an excellent job. Hopefully some of you will also now have had a look at our facebook page which I
mentioned last time.
Anyway, on with the news which starts with a great memory of lovely Arthur who has been retired from the
Group. We’ll all miss him. Thank you Arthur for your service to all.

WONDERFUL ARTHUR
I bought Arthur in May 2000 when he was age 9. Within six weeks he was assessed and passed as an RDA
pony - he then started his weekly mornings with the Group.
Arthur never competed at driving trials, so we started competing in club driving trials. In August of that year,
we were asked to join the British team to go to the World Championships for disabled drivers being held in
Austria. What a baptism of fire!! Following a very eventful trip out to Austria, we arrived in the middle of a
heatwave. To the surprise of everyone, the British pinto pony won the dressage and then did a double clear in
the cones - the Germans weren’t used to coloured ponies. After a steady marathon, as neither Arthur or I had
had much experience, the team managed a silver medal only a few marks behind the winners, Germany.
Arthur continued his RDA Wednesday morning duties as well as competing at weekends - he also competed
at all the RDA competitions and displays that the Group were involved in with diﬀerent RDA drivers.
In 2002 we were once again in the British team, this time the competition was in Germany. Arthur went very
well until the prize giving when we had to do a lap of honour with the team all in a line - this was too much for
Arthur who decided to start bucking and had to be hastily removed from the arena!
The following year I bought another pony to drive as a pair with Arthur. Unfortunately he was too strong to be
used as an RDA pony and I only competed with them for the next few years. In 2004 we were representing
GB in the World Championships at Hopetoun in Scotland and won the silver medal there.
Arthur never really liked being in a pair even though he soon realised that if he was a little slower than his pair,
he didn’t have to do any work! When the other pony went lame, I retired from competing and apart from his
RDA work, I kept him exercised at home.
During the 20 years I have had him, he has done everything - apart from competing, he has taught my three
grandchildren to ride, done quite a few weddings and one funeral, plus displays at local fetes right up to
County Shows - not bad for a gypsy pony from Cumbria!
For the last few years, he has been taking the more disabled drivers who do not want to go so fast, and this
year, at the age of 29, he has been retired from RDA - having done 20 years we feel he has done his bit. He
has retired fit and well and is still being ridden regularly.
Carol Porter

A MESSAGE FROM OUR PRESIDENT
- Ann Sheldrake
VE Day in lockdown in Cornwall

Liz Brock obviously decided on a staycation!

1st Job
Ride horse with dogs
2nd Job
Drive around same ride to pick up dog poos as I can’t
get on my horse by myself!
3rd Job
Give husband orders to muck out horse!
4th Job
Put our parent’s chair in the lane with photos of my
father in his Royal Observer Group Oﬃcer uniform and
mother in her Red Cross uniform. She used to collect
refugees and ex prisoners of war oﬀ the boats in
Folkestone. There is also a photo of me with dog (of
course) in 1940.
I remember, living in Kent, the
doodlebugs with their loud noise, a German
parachutist landing in our allotment, and American
soldiers handing out chewing gum and sweets
5th Job
An old fashioned drink of port and lemon to salute
everyone who enable us all to carry on
Stay safe
love Ann

A note from Rosario Mazzotta
Thank you for the newsletter. It is nice to keep in
touch and see what is going on. I would like to send
a photo of Nadia when she used to come to carriage
driving and I hope that she will eventually be able to
come again.
Best wishes and keep safe and well

Rosario

Another busy bee is Jacky Smith.
Meet Gertie, her scarecrow out celebrating
VE Day in style! Very smart

Len and Eileen out and about
Len in the rain saying hello and asking if anyone has any bikes to mend!!
Eileen with her much loved scones - apparently they are the first ones she has made since lockdown and
made them for VE Day - we miss them!
Len and Eileen seem to have found a new way to cope with high stiles! Apparently they used to hop over
them, but proof that their legs have got shorter! Eileen got a shock from the electric fence for her
eﬀorts - owww!
Lovely to see these smiley photos of them both.

Great photo of Jennifer and Keith Capon enjoying the
VE Day celebrations whilst social distancing.
Jennifer is managing to see Emma once a week to take
her some shopping and do anything else needed. All
well in the Capon family

Janice spotted this rather lovely poem
Enjoy

Another quiet corner in Amanda and Richard’s
Garden

That’s it for another edition. Keep the stories and
photos coming
Stay well
Angie Figgis (angelafiggis@yahoo.co.uk

